
Supplies: Computer paper or card stock or poster board, ruler, pencil, Sharpies, colored
pencils or crayons, eraser, and optional printer for pages. 

PLEASE NOTE: If you have students with minimal drawing skills, have them do the
“Working with Triangles” video or “Connect the Dots” art activity as a warm up for
drawing this dog.

 

Triangle Doggies!
Grades 1-8

1 - If your students have the skills to draw the triangles using a ruler and pencil (please
refer to the images below) to create a dog just show them the pages on a screen. They
can even change the angles to make their dog unique.

Triangle Dog in Pencil



2 - If they don’t, you can print the “Triangle Dog in Pencil” image and have them trace
the shapes in pencil with a ruler or just print the “Dog with the Unnecessary Pencil Lines
Erased”) and skip to the finished drawing and the dog in color.

Dog with the Unnecessary Pencil Lines Erased 

Here is the finished Drawing ready to decorate. Dog first decorated with black
Sharpie shapes then colored in with
crayons.  Simply aDOGable!



3 - Then have them follow along with the image below.  Trace all the black lines as
shown below with a ruler leaving only pencil where the triangles overlap on the nose eyes
and legs.

4 - Next, they should erase the unnecessary pencil marks on the dog (see image). 



5 - Have them add a nose, eyes and paws as shown below.  You can encourage them to
make different eyes, noses and paws if they want to.

6 - Using a black or a dark colored Sharpie, have the students create patterns on the body
parts of the dog. Then, using colored pencils or crayons, have the students color in the
body parts like the image below.


